
 DAYS 
OF...7

HOPE



HOPE... 
Where do we find it? 

How do we hold it? 

What happens when we lose it? 

Hope is a thing long-studied and written about by 
more learned folk than me. I know it as the thing 
that keeps us well, keeps us moving forward, 
keeps us alive.
We know that hope is as beautiful as it is fragile when hard times strike. We also 
know that we can’t conjur hope at will, if only, but let’s surround oursleves with 
hopeful things, notice and remember the best of it all and sew seeds of hope 
around us. This week we are offering you 7 days and 7 ways to nurture hope.

To start us off here is a short film made by artist Lena Sass Hughes at the begining 
of lockdown, reminding us that life and hope can be found in cracks and 
unexpected places. 

https://youtu.be/JL1ARv73UKM

Creative Recovery is a movement of people who share a core mission 
to use creativity to bring about social change, grow community spirit 
and boost well-being and recovery. We put people at the heart of it! 

We have a team of artists with broard experience working across Arts 
and Health. We are driven by need and fully involve people in all aspects 
of what we do. 

We use a person-centred approach to create safe spaces in which 
people can flourish. We are innovative, dynamic and committed to 
partnership working and collaboration.
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DAY 1:  
SELF CARE.
When we are busy with life, caring for others, or lost in a space where hope seems 
to have left us, we tend to stop caring for ourselves. To nurture and keep hope 
alive, we need energy and a positive mindset. These can only be grown through the 
practice of self-care and considering your own needs. Things like good sleep, food 
and activities that stretch, stimulate and soothe the body and mind.

So we ask you to pledge to take better care of yourself. Write down 3 things you’d 
like to change that you know will improve your general health. These don’t have to 
be big commitments, sometimes the small steps and gifts to yourself can be the 
most important. Be it a moment of meditation in the morning, an afternoon cuppa, 
a walk in the sunshine, a daily dance in the kitchen…

Here is an article that shares some ideas for self-care…

https://www.psychologies.co.uk/self-care-0

Photo by Max van den Oetelaar on Unsplash
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Another contribution on this weeks theme from lovely Sandra.

Where there’s hope we can all find courage to make us strong and try and fulfil the 
challenges we face in life.

Think of all the beauty around us and embrace it.

Hope helps us to forge ahead making decisions, some we may regret some we may 
not but we all can learn as we go along in life.

FAITH HOPE CHARITY things we all need in life.

HOPE IS WHERE WE ALL COME TOGETHER AND LETS CREATE A BETTER 
WORLD FOR US ALL.
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DAY 2:  
REMEMBER  
TO REACH OUT.
Loneliness is not just a feeling. It’s a 
biological warning signal to seek out 
other humans, much as hunger is a signal 
that leads a person to seek out food, or 
thirst is a signal to hunt for water, Holt-
Lunstad said. Historically, connections 
have been essential for survival.

Are we in a rut? Our relationships are 
more difficult and we are used to our 
own company. Maybe our confidence 
has suffered. Why is connection 
important?  

Remember your tribe, they might be 
feeling it too. Make that call, arrange 
that meet up!

https://soundcloud.com/
user-973206033/arts-cafe-live-
seven-days-of-hope-reflections-
from-helen-and-hayley?fbclid=IwAR2_
pAw-cZFYIJKBl0ZKm4p_ZE_
gOpZZEiz4aIfyBsA7m40m4yYEMVuR7BI
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DAY 3: 
TAKE STRENGTH FROM 
YOUR OWN STORY.
Today we remember the strength that we hold in our own bones. We remember 
the day that we didn’t crumble when we thought we would, the hard earned 
recognition of an achievement, the paper that said we passed and the knowledge 
that we can do it again. We remember our ancestors, those who fled, fought, failed 
and tried again. The stories of poverty, hardship, blitz spirit and resilience. All theirs 
are ours too. We are more than the sum of these parts and we can take the strength 
of our legacy to firm our foundations. We remember that hard times come and go 
and that we will come through.

Find an object or a photograph that reminds you of an achievement or something 
that you’ve come through. If you are struggling to do this recall a family story or 
focus on someone who inspires you. Take some time to think about what you/this 
person came through. Let this story be your inspiration this week.

Photo by Jon Tyson on Unsplash
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DAY 4:  
BE YOUR OWN FILTER.
Be mindful of your 
internal dialogue and 
conscious about what you 
are ‘letting in’. When the 
news is negative and the 
messages on social media 
are creating a heavy 
mindset you can choose 
to turn off. If things are 
getting too much you 
may wish to try a digital 
detox or search out the 
good news stories and 
share them with others.

Here is a link to some 
uplifting news stories...

https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/topics/
cx2pk70323et/uplifting-
stories

Image: Photo by Jon 
Tyson on Unsplash
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DAY 5:  
INSPIRED BY THE ARTS.
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Part 1.
Films, books, songs and artwork can 
hold hope for us when its hard to find 
elsewhere. Here’s a list of hopeful films 
put together by our community.

• Robin Williams - Good Will Hunting

• Bride of Frankenstein. (Maybe not one 
for everyone but Bob finds it hopeful)

• Remember the Titans

• Silver Linings Playbook

• Edward Scissorhands

• Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless Mind

• Little Miss Sunshine

• Disney (any)

• Pale Blue Dot

• Flight

Part 2.
Here is a very special poem written 
by our friend and local poet Joan aka 
Jo Brook back in 2014. The poem 
has become an inspiration to our 
community and beyond. Appearing on 
our Hope postcard that has been sent 
out in hundreds of the UPLIFT parcels 
and on the streets of Barnsley as part of 
The Spaces Between project, this poem 
has given a boost to many who have 
witnessed it.

Here is Helen and Jo (Joan) catching up 
last week and a reading of the poem 
via phone...

https://soundcloud.com/user-
973206033/hope-by-jo-brook 

Thank you Joan!



DAY 6:  
CULTIVATE PURPOSE.
Seeing something or someone grow, 
thrive and blossom through your own 
tending and care is an awesome way 
of cultivating purpose. It also gives us a 
routine and rhythm to the day. We can 
cultivate purpose through the pursuit of a 
passion too. 

What things give you purpose?

This is my Sunflower planted for me by 
my twin boys and presented to me for 
Mother’s Day. Caring for it has been part 
of my daily routine for the past 3 months. 
It’s also been a yard stick, measuring the 
passage of time, as it began to shoot 
through the soil during the first weekend 
of lockdown. I’m hopeful that its going to 
be a whopper! 
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DAY 7:  
THE FUTURE WILL BE 
HERE ANY DAY NOW.
While it might seem that these days are endless and we are fearful about what the 
‘new normal’ might be, allow yourself to make plans.  

Fill a jar with wishes for the future and life ambitions (great for kids and adults). 

Plan a day to visit somewhere special to you. 

Have you used this time to reflect on your own life? What’s important to you? What 
are you going to leave behind and take forward? What are your future priorities? 

It’s at this time that we at Creative Recovery start to consider the future for our 
community too. 

Thanks to a number of successful funding applications we are in a good position to 
plan for a more secure future.  
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BROUGHT TO YOU BY


